DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION HAS ACCELERATED,
IS YOUR NETWORK HOLDING YOU BACK?

Yesterday’s Networks Can’t Handle
Tomorrow’s Demands.
Networks will continue to play a pivotal role in delivering new digital
experiences to customers, employees, and guests. But increased network
complexity, aging hardware, and rising TCO will hinder businesses objectives.
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Manual operations
increase risk of outages

Network visibility and
agility are limited

IT gets distracted from
more strategic activities

26%

64%

57%

of network problems are
caused by human error.

of enterprises still use
4 to 10 tools to monitor
and troubleshoot their
networks.

of a network admin’s
time is spent reacting to
or preventing
performance issues.

These issues create a cascading,
domino-like effect on the business.
Where delivery of new IT services is
often delayed.
And applications and other digital
services underperform.
So user experiences are subpar, disrupting employee and
customer activities.
Harming business performance due to losses in productivity
and revenue.

All resulting in an exorbitant TCO for
the network and your business.

WHY YOU NEED SD-WAN
Simplify Networking with
a Single Architecture

Boost IT Agility with a Single Point
of Control

Deploy an end-to-end architecture
to improve network interoperability,
eliminate performance constraints, and
deliver a consistent experience for IT
teams across all domains.

Improve efficiency by giving IT teams
everything they need to easily deploy,
secure, and optimize networks from a
single management console.

Enhance User Experience

Slash Operating Costs

Gain new levels of insights to optimize
performance and elevate the user
experience with client-side monitoring
and self-healing AIOps.

Reduce errors, rework, on-site visits,
and help desk tickets – enabling IT
teams to focus more time on delivering
value to the business, and less time
manually maintaining the network.

The Teneo Difference,
Powered by Aruba EdgeConnect
An SD-WAN solution from Teneo, powered by Aruba, delivers new levels of IT
simplicity, assurance, and performance, helping businesses embrace the
digital future and prepare for the uncertainties that lie ahead.
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Lower TCO over Faster mean time to
Fewer user
three years
resolve issues
impacting incidents

25%
Higher network
capacity

Learn more about Teneo's full suite of SD-WAN services and
how to get started.

Find out more

